Fig. 16. Ground plan of small structure near south end of Mingeses Island.

Fig. 17. Ground plan of ruined temple at south end of Mingeses Island.
Fig. 101. Graphic section of small temple on south end of Nurges Island showing construction and appearance of chambers. a, altar; b, stairway.
Fig. 24. Pyramid temple with two inferior structures at base. El Neco, Yucatan, opposite Hungers Island.

Fig. 25. Plan of pyramid temple at El Neco, mainland of Yucatan. a = main summit temple, b = lower temple, c = minute overhanging building.
Text beneath the drawing reads: 'Ruins of Otranto Wall, south of present-day Mangozza, etc.'
Fig. 27. Ruins of Tulcan as seen from the sea. The building fronts inland and the outer walls are visible through windows.